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G.T Csanady: Circulation in 
the coastal ocean. 
Chapter 6. Flow controlled by bottom friction 
Sections 6.4, 6.5
Main references
Consider the steady state transport equation with cross shore 
component of bottom stress neglected. 
Isobaths are straight and parallel to the coast                 that is coincident with y axis
H=H(x)
Cross differencing and taking the curl,  the depth integrated vorticity balance is obtained (f is 
assumed constant):
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This is an expression of the non divergent nature of the flow, that can 
Be obtained by substituting for U and V from:
Into
Or, alternatively, by posing…..
…all terms of the depth integrated vorticity balance, divided by f
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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Divergence of the
geostrophic transport
Divergence of the
surface Ekman transport
Divergence of the
bottom Ekman transport
The three of them having to balance
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Justifying the neglected          :
If it were included into
It would have been:
With magnitude of order
Ly: scale of longshore variation of the flow field.
Ly: Relatively large scale: associated to major changes in coast orientation and/or with weather 
scale changes of the wind stress.
Lx Observations indicate that this is a much shorter scale Lx<<Ly     
Therefore 
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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Consider the flow under the coastal constraint U=0.
Therefore transport is only along isobaths given constant wind stress in both space directions.
Moreover:   U=0 and the continuity                           :     implies long shore transport 
depending from the distance from shore  V=V(x) àconstant transport along isobaths
The transport solution obtained for the long shore wind case (see lecture 14):
(t>>tf )
Is a particular case of this configuration of constant wind stress that determines a vanishing 
Long shore pressure gradient                        
But a more general case assumes cross-shore forcing and long-shore pressure gradient to be 
non-zer ………….
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
∂η ∂y = 0
∂U
∂x +
∂V
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V = u*H
cda
But a more general case assumes cross-shore forcing and long-shore pressure gradient to be 
non-zero………….
However, assuming V=V(x) and =Constant, the equation:
upon differentiation with respect to y yields
the long shore pressure gradient is constant with distance from shore
: The depth integrated forces balance between
• Constant long shore pressure gradient
• Wind stress 
• Bottom stress
Over a variable depth:
Is similar to what discussed for transient flow over variable depth (but no bottom stress),
BUT…….
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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Recall the assumption
U=0 !!!!!!
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……..now in this more general case, the pressure tem is no more the only one that need to 
balance the wind stress force:
Where pressure gradient and wind stress support each other in generating flow in a given 
direction, then the bottom stress MUST be strong enough to balance both.
Where pressure gradient and wind stress are in opposition, then is the bottom stress that 
characterise the flow.
In shallow water the integrated pressure gradient                          is small, so it is the bottom
Stress that MUST balance the wind stress.
In other words:
Bottom stress and wind stress balancing:àbottom stress vanishing along a critical isobath such 
as:
Then (crossing the isobath) the bottom stress change sign
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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The cross shore force balance
Indicates that the pressure gradient must balance both the the cross-shore wind AND the
Coriolis force of the long shore flow,
In the vorticity balance;
given constant wInd stress, the wind stress curl vanish
so that the vortex stretching term is balanced ONLY by the bottom stress
however……….
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Recall the assumption
U=0 !!!!!!
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…….in a shallow  and homogeneous water  the stress gradient and the velocity may be 
considered constant in the vertical so that 
the flow is along isobaths, so that the appearance of a vortex stretching term                           is 
not intuitive, but:
Starting again with:
dividing by H, cross differentiating and taking the curl           
(developing the derivatives, assuming f constant) one 
gets:
the curl of the net external forces acting on the fluid
vanishes with cross isobath transport. The fluid              
particles then must move along isobath
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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N.B:
And
Are equivalent expressions of the vorticity tendency balance. The 2nd one directly relevant to a well 
mixed water column. .
In deep water (H>>DE):
Dividing the  terms of the depth integrated long-shore transport 
by the Coriolis parameter. f, one gets: 
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In the interior water column,between) the surface and the bottom Ekman layers, friction is 
negligible, the above expression cancels and only the CROSS-shore transport persists.
Having                       (constant variation of the long-shore pressure gradient)
The geostrophic cross shore transport is proportional to he local depth H. this affect significantly
the long-shore transport; e.g.
If                    then also           must be proportional to  H in order to balance the long shore  
pressure gradient.
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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(take note of the signs)
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In deep water (H>>DE):
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If                    then also           must be proportional to  H in order to  balance the long shore 
pressure gradient.
This can happen only if  also the bottom stress increase  in direct proportion to H.
The divergence of the of the geostrophic cross-shore transport is then balanced by a 
Convergence of the bottom Ekman transport.
Moreover re-arranging the above equation so that to evidence a non zero wind stress opposing
The  pressure gradient:
It can be noted that the bottom stress must change sign at some critical depth (the free surface 
elevation long shore gradient being constant) where wind stress and pressure gradient balances
Such isobath becomes a line of divergence/convergence for the near bottom flow.
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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The vorticity tendency for the constant wind stress (vanishing curl):
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
Recall the assumption
U=0 !!!!!!
In deep water (H>>DE):
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Water column stretching/squashing
Due to change in bathymetry 
(cross isobath flow) and  change in 
free surface elevation.  
In the frictionless portion of the water column
Above the bottom Ekman layer the stretching/
squashing “would” depend  ONLY on the kinematic 
effect  of geostrophic Velocity runnning into 
Increasing/ decreasing depths inducing upward
vertical motion. 
However, vortex stretching/squashing trough the bottom Ekman layer cancel and the 
frictionless portion is unaffected since the vertical velocity remain unaffected In the 
frictionless portion of the water column.
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
Recall the assumption
U=0 !!!!!!
Removing the coastal constraint 
(U=0 only as boundary condition x=0):
Let the bottom stress  (y component) be proportional to the 
Near bottom geostrophic velocity:
With
And substitute into                                                                                          to obtain
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
At x=0 we have H=0 and the equation:
Indicates
(x=0)
The long shore pressure gradient vanish with depth and surface and bottom stress balances.
Then substituting into:
we can write:                             and finally                                   (x=0)
That can be used in conjunction with:
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
A qualitative analysis of the equation.
Let:
Ly= long shore length scale. Depends on spatial variation of forcing (weather scale) or coastal
geometry (say, 300km).
s=typical value of dH/dx
η proportional to           (obtained by equating the stretching term with the forcing term.
Using the above definitions, the following non dimensional variables can be introduced:
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
Substituting the above into:
one gets:
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
Some typical values:
r=10-1 cm s-1
f=10-4 s-1
100 km<Ly<300km
dH/dx=3 10-3
The highest order term in the equation               is multiplied by               . Given the typical value
Above it is verified that such ratio gives a number far from unity even adopting the minimal Ly.
This highlight the “boundary layer” character of the solutions with the first term (that include the 
bottom stress, recall that                             ) being significant ONLY in a limited coastal boundary 
Layer. 
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
The long shore length scale
100 km<Ly<300km
Implies an “offshore” length scale Lx whose typical values are:
10 km<Lx<30 km
Boundary layer solution of the equation above are characterised by small scale ratio 
Lx/Ly and can be defined also as coastally “trapped”
Far from the coast the solution “vanish”
η=0      xà∞
And this is the boundary condition at the outer limit of the coastal sea that assumes an “inert”
Deep ocean (no dynamical interactions between the shallow and deep sector of the ocean)
Moreover For continental shelves we can put 
Hà∞ for xà∞
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
η=0, Hà∞ (xà∞)
as a consequence of the above:
The Ekman transport  and the integration of the continuity equation give:
indipendently from depth distribution. (the total longshore transport
across a constant y section is independent from bottom topography)
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
Solution for an inclined plane beach models
H=sx,   y≤0
Assume absence of wind stress:
All the flow being due to the initial condition imposed at the section y=0
η=η0(x)      (y=0)
a mound (accumulo) of water  maintained near y=0 by some unspecified  effect (e.g. inflowing 
longshore transport across the initial section or freshening of coastal water)                                  
The equation for V in absence of wind stress is
after one integration we get                                              = constant
The total volume in the coastal mound is conserved
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If significant η0 variations are confined to a strip x≤l then at distances (-y) large with respect to
sufficiently approximate solutions are the following:
cross-shore 
length scale
Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
C
oa
st
Significant
η0
Pressure Stream 
function
Patterns resembling a 
Fresh water plume
River fresh water input
Determining
Change in surface 
Elevation due to change 
in density and/or mass 
Input.
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
C
oa
st
Significant
η0
Pressure Stream 
function
Cross-shore pressure
Gradient vanishing at the
Coast.
Largest values:
at x/Lx=1 
∂η
∂x = −
2
π
M
Lx2
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
C
oa
st
Significant
η0
Pressure Stream 
function
Along-shore pressure
Positive at the coast
Value decreasing with 
Increasing velocity 
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
C
oa
st
Significant
η0
Pressure Stream 
function
Where velocity 
Peaks……..
The along-shore 
Pressure gradient
Change sign (start to 
oppose the flow) 
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Steady state circulation with 
bottom friction
C
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st
Stream 
function
Constant long-shore flow, but the 
Width of the flow field grows with 
Lx.
That is to say with y2.
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